Heterogeneous wireless ad hoc networking covers multi-hop scenarios (network nodes communicating via other network nodes) such as conference, hospital, battlefield, rescue, and monitoring scenarios. They operate in a self-organized and decentralized manner and message communication takes place via multi-hop spreading. Sensor Networks, supported by recent technological advances in low power wireless communications, along with silicon integration of various functionalities such as sensing, communications, intelligence, and actuation are emerging as a critically important disruptive computer class. In ad hoc and sensor networks, communication and computing techniques impact information routing in the network, and vice versa.
A. Durresi and L. Barolli via a simulated indoor environment containing multiple wireless communication nodes.
The results demonstrate that the performance of cooperative TRC is less sensitive to uncertainty in target position than might be expected from standard assumptions regarding the relationship between signal wavelength and spatial channel correlation in a complex multipath environment.
In the fifth paper, Taniar and Goh provide a proposal and a case study on how movement pattern can be extracted from mobile users through transforming user movement database to location movement database and subsequently transferred to algorithm Apriorilike movement pattern (AMP) and movement tree (M-tree). The result is a list of sequences, which satisfies min-support and min-confidence, and that are frequently visited by the mobile users. The result of this movement pattern mining exercise opens up a new future for prediction of movement for the individual mobile user.
In the next paper, Misic and Misic compare the pertinent features of the two emerging technologies for wireless sensor networks: IEEE Standards 802.15.1 and 802.15.4. We review the main features of the MAC protocols defined by those standards, describe their operation, and compare them in terms of characteristics such as performance (access and end-to-end packet delays), bandwidth utilization, and scalability for the deployment of large networks. Their findings indicate that there is no clear winner in all categories; the best protocol (and the underlying technology) to use, are heavily dependent upon the requirements for a particular sensing application. While the main focus of our analysis is the MAC layer, certain important parameters of the Physical (PHY) layer are considered as well, together with some other networking aspects. The results of this analysis should be of interest to the designer and the operators of wireless sensor networks.
Mobile Wireless Ad Hoc Networks are particularly vulnerable due to their fundamental characteristics such as an open medium, dynamic topology, distributed cooperation, and constrained capability. Location information of nodes can be critical in wireless ad hoc networks, especially in those deployed for military purposes. Durresi et al. present two protocols for anonymous routing to prevent location disclosure attacks. The first proposed protocol for Anonymous Routing (PAR) guarantees absolute anonymity, which itself might cause problems as it would become hard to identify malicious and misbehaving nodes. The second protocol, PAR-Enhanced, trades off some anonymity to enable the detection of malicious and misbehaving nodes.
In the last paper, Jones and Atiquzzaman present current and future challenges in the design of transport layers for sensor networks. It is critically important to design an efficient transport layer protocol that combines reliable message delivery and congestion control with minimal overhead and retransmission. In particular, in sensor networks, care must be taken to design and implement transport layer algorithms that allow maximum network lifetime. Current transport layer protocols are compared based on how they implement reliable message delivery, congestion control, and energy efficiency.
We hope that this special issue will lead to a better understanding of issues and protocols related to heterogeneous wireless ad hoc and sensor networks. As we conclude this overview, we would like to thank all the authors for submitting their papers, and a great thanks to all the reviewers for their good work to make it possible to publish this special issue.
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